In Honor/Memory Of:

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

Thank you for your generosity

When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.

Anonymous

- In Memory of Harriet Dowd - gift given by Russell H. Dowd
- In Memory of John Ryll - gift given by Beila Ryll
- In Memory of Dick Kenney - gift given by Patricia Kenney
- In Memory of Robert & Janice Boutin - gift given by Janine Boutin
- In Memory of Maurice Rosenthal - gift given by Dolores & John Tura
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Matthew Day
- In Memory of Anthony DeMolles - gift given by Diane DeMolles
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Margaret Kelleher
- In Memory of Paul Tura - gift given by Rose Po
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Chuck & Mary Ann Wusenich
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Fran & Ralph Calderaro
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Andrew & Lee Parker
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Alan & Sandra Day
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Margaret Spalluzzi
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Barbara Policastro
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Betty Beckham
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by John & Dolores Tura
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Jean Shearing
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Norton Public Library Staff
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Jean & Joseph Ryan
- In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Elaine & Ronald Howland
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Christine & Joseph Favaloro
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Mary Anne and Jim Dipasqua
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Arlene Axford
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Shelley Loring
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by William W. Homer
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Paul Homer
In Memory of Ray Homer - gift given by Mary Boutin
In Memory of Walter Hoeg - gift given by Fran Hoeg
In Memory of John “Speedy” Ryll - gift given by Bella Ryll
In Memory of Catherine Elaine McLaughlin - gift given by Diane and Tony Demolles
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Jan Croce
In Memory of Richard MacKinnon - gift given by Ruth Hall
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Margaret Kelleher
In Memory of Peggy Trusty - gift given by Ann Vaillancourt
In Memory of Fred Loring - gift given by Rose Po
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Peg Spalluzzi
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Arlene Axford
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Dolores and John Tura
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Rose Po
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Mary Boutin
In Memory of Tom Croce - gift given by Chris and Joe Favaloro

When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.

Anonymous

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

Thank you for your generosity.
When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.

Anonymous

- In Memory of Dr. John Driscoll - gift given by Sandy Driscoll
- In Memory of Cindy Walker - gift given by Nancy Walker
- In Memory of Richard MacKinnon - gift given by Ruth Hall
- In Memory of Ann Reid - gift given by Patricia Garrity
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Helen Smith
- In Memory of Dr. John Driscoll - gift given by Sandy Driscoll
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Mary Jane Cahill
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Josephine Eddy
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Shelley Loring
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Elaine Lane
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Barbara Holmes
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Margaret Spalluzzi
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Nancy & Gordon Sanderson
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Deborah Rafferty
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Barbara Odell
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Carol and Ray Homer
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Mary Boutin
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Chris and Joseph Favaloro
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Peg Riordan
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Arlene Axford
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Theresa Quintal

In Honor/ Memory Of:

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

Thank you for your generosity.
When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.

Anonymous

- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Katherine Lafayette
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Dr. Elliot Fair, Jr.
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Theresa Poirier
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Mary Lou Boman
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Fran Calderaro
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Gertrude Packard
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Marie Bouley
- In Memory of Sylvia Phillips - gift given by Cynthia Bond
- In Memory of Dr. John Driscoll - gift given by Sandy Driscoll
- In Memory of Vincent Riccardi - gift given by Guy & Charlotte Tringali
- In Memory of Cynthia Keith Walker - gift given by Rose Po
- In Memory of Ann Reid - gift given by Rose Po
- In Honor of Edward Pinkham - gift given by Camerona MacCardell
- In Memory of “a birthday remembrance” of Maryanne Martin - gift given by Rose Po
- In Memory of Shirley Tate Dean - gift given by Pat Verre
- In Memory of Pat Scanlon - gift given by John and Dolores Tura
- In Memory of Pat Scanlon - gift given by Plymouth High School Classmate 1961
- In Memory of Patrick and Brendan Kelleher - gift given by Margaret Kelleher
- In Memory of Dr. John Driscoll - gift given by Sandy Driscoll

In Honor/ Memory Of:

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

Thank you for your generosity.
In Memory of Albert Briand, Sr. and Albert Briand, Jr. - gift given by Dorothy Briand

In Memory of Etta and Olen Smith - gift given by Guy and Charlotte Tringali

In Memory of Skip Halliday, Peg Halliday and Norman Halliday, Doris and Bill Driscoll and Audrey Moran - gift given by Dr. John and Sandy Driscoll

In Memory of Roland Duperre - gift given by Rose Po

In Memory of Mary Whiteley - gift given by Lynne Whiteley and Beth Vacchino

In Memory of Skip, Peg and Norman Halliday and Doris and Bill Driscoll - gift given by Dr. John and Sandra Driscoll

In Memory of Mary Igo - gift given by Ann Gavoni

In Memory of Mary Whiteley - gift given by Rose Po

In Memory of Sally McGarigal - gift given by Pat Verre

In Memory of Kenneth T. Monahan - gift given by Helen Monahan

In Memory of Robert LaMacchia - gift given by Elizabeth LaMacchia

In Memory of Patrick and Brendan Kelleher - gift given by Margaret Kelleher

In Memory of Rosaria and Sebastiano Tringali - gift given by Charlotte and Gaetano Tringali

In Honor of Veterans - gift given by James Button

In Memory of Richard MacKinnon - gift given by Ruth Hall

In Honor of Helen and Vinnie Ricardi - gift given by Peg Riordan

In Memory of James M. Nee - gift given by Dianne M. Nee

In Honor of his father, Richard Cretinon - gift given by Alan Cretinon

**When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.**

*Anonymous*

---

**In Honor/ Memory Of:**

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

*Thank you for your generosity.*
In Memory of Maryanne Martin - gift given by Rose Po

In Memory of Skip, Peg and Norman Halliday, Doris and Bill Driscoll, additional gift given by Dr. John and Sandy Driscoll

In Memory of Theresa Crook - gift given by Mary Lou Boman

In Memory of Theresa Crook - gift given by Arlene Axford

In Memory of 4 day old David Anthony Forde - gift given by Anthony and Anne Forde

In Memory of Sister Mary Pires - gift given by Rose Po

In Honor of Skip, Peg and Norman Halliday, Bill and Doris Driscoll - gift given by Dr. John and Sandra Driscoll

When someone you love becomes a memory, the memory becomes a treasure.

Anonymous

In Honor/ Memory Of:

We are appreciative of the gifts that are designated “in memory of” or “in honor of” loved ones, family members, friends, classmates and others.

Thank you for your generosity.